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Whatâ€™s the difference between pay per click and a traditional billboard or TV ad spot? Apart from the
cost, which is substantially low when you employ the services of a pay per Click Company, the PPC
campaign will allow you to get consumer spending tendencies that will only augur well for your
marketing and sales strategy. The fact is you only pay when the consumer clicks on your
advertisement.

Analyzing data

Once the consumers click on your sponsored ad, the PPC provider will study the data using
complex analytics then make the recommendations according to brand popularity, recall or
spending habits. With traditional advertising placement, you donâ€™t have that kind of luxury. The only
way you will have an idea its efficacy if you notice a spike in sales and still you canâ€™t solely attribute
that to your billboard, TV or newspaper ad. The worth of your banner ad will also depend on the
overall look. A Los Angeles web design company with extensive PPC or SEO experience can help
you achieve the perfect balance of design and keywords.

The next platform in advertising

The Internet is slowly supplanting TV as the platform for adverting. The US Bureau of Census
released the 2007 E-commerce reports stating that around $225 billion was spent on business-to-
consumer transactions during that year. More than 90% of businesses believe that marketing
companies online will help propel them to the next level. Seven in 10 say they will increase their
budget in the Internet through a pay per click or SEO Company. To compare, only 6% of the
companies say they will spend more on TV ads. With nearly 8 in 10 persons in the US with access
to Internet and still growing, the platform will only expand in the next few years.

Choosing the right pay per Click Company

The downside to the popularity of online marketing tools is the magnified presence of fly-by-night
operators with fast tongues and even faster hands to better fleece you. One way to avoid this is to
work only with a SEO or pay per click provider that is certified by Google as an Ad Words partner
and a member of the SEMPO Institute, which is one of the pioneer training organizations in search
engine industry. Working with a pay per click or SEO Company that is SEMPO certified comes with
a guarantee of legitimacy and extensive know-how in organic optimization and top ad placement.
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